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One thing is for certain: hardly any other vehicle offers more bang for your buck than 
the Ford Mustang when it comes to V8 power, sports-car feeling, and the spirit of the 
American automobile. With that in mind it follows that this pony car, now in its sixth 
generation and officially available here in Germany, ranks so highly among the 
favorites of the petrolhead for both rational and irrational reasons.

Needless to say, the Mustang looks even more dynamic and exclusive with high-
quality wheels from Cor.Speed Sports Wheels. By way of example, the alloy rim 
specialists have fitted the American coupé shown here, a fifth-generation Mustang 
(S197), with their elegant but sporty Deville wheels in the size combination 
9x20/10.5x20" (EUR 449/479). The spectacular ten-spoke one-piece rims in a light 
silver brushed finish with hand-brushed spokes were fitted with 255/35R20 tires on 
the steering axle and 275/35R20 tires on the drive axle.

The Cor.Speed Deville is alternatively available in darker gunmetal and optionally 
with different undercut trimlines. In various 20" and 21" combinations, it also fits –with
approval, of course – the current Mustang generation (LAE).

The Mustang shown here was also given a KW Variant 3 coilover suspension with 
adjustable compression and rebound damping, which was lowered to 45 mm on the 
front axle and 40 mm on the rear axle, and various other exterior styling components.

Breathtaking videos from Cor.Speed are available on the 'Corspeed Sports Wheels' 
YouTube channel and the interactive 'corspeed.sports.wheels' Instagram profile. 

Additional facts, as well as price and delivery information, can be obtained directly 
from:

JMS Fahrzeugteile GmbH
Hauptstr. 26
72141 Walddorfhäslach
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-0
Fax: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-20
Email: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
www.corspeed-europe.de
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